Harvest Scarecrow Wreath
by Adrienne Franklin
Pattern Level: Very Easy - Minimal sewing required
Finished Size: 18”
Seam Allowance: 1/4" used throughout

Materials needed:
1/4 –yard solid ivory
1/3-yard harvest fruit print
¼-yard brown textured print
¼-yard green textured print
1 package raffia
Polyester stuffing
2 buttons for eyes
14" grapevine wreath
Assorted fall wreath decorations – leaves, fruit,
flowers.
Twine
2 permanent fine-point markers - red and black.
Hot glue gun and glue sticks or other glue.

Cutting and Assembly:
1) Cut out 2 head pieces of ivory solid. Pin right sides facing and sew around
edges leaving straight bottom edge open for turning. Clip seams and turn right
sides out. Stuff head firmly above neck section with poly stuffing. Tie head
closed around neck opening with a piece of twine. For sleeves cut a rectangle
of the fall fruit print to measure 9"x22". For a rustic look you can tear these
pieces rather than cutting them. Fold sleeve piece in half lengthwise right
sides facing, leaving ends open for turning. Stitch. Turn right side out. Pin the
middle of the sleeve to the top center of the wreath so that the sleeve hangs
down around the wreath evenly on both sides. Tie sleeve in place with twine
at the top center of the wreath. Remove pin. Stuff some raffia pieces into the
both bottom ends of the sleeve, making sure some of the raffia is left sticking
out. (These are the hands). Tie sleeve ends around "wrists" to wreath using
twine.
2) Cut 2 hat pieces from brown texture print and sew hat together right sides
facing, leaving bottom of hat open. Tear along bottom edge of hat for a rough
look, fringe or pink. Turn hat right side out. Glue some raffia pieces to the top
of the scarecrow head, making sure they are long enough to show below the
hat Glue hat to head and add a flower for decoration if desired. Glue buttons
on for eyes and draw in face with permanent markers referring to photo. Glue
head in place on wreath, at the top center of the wreath where the sleeves are
tied down. Tear or cut a bandanna of green fabric, fold in a triangle and glue

around neck of scarecrow covering raw edges. Glue wreath decorations to
wreath between scarecrow’s raffia "hands" and your wreath is complete.
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